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Dining Out

Affordable Luxury

ushido has become 
increasingly popular for 
diners and party-goers, 
especially at the weekend 
when they host their Pink 
Friday events, and has 
always been synonymous 
with high quality and 
luxury. However, many 

people may fail to realise that many prices on 
the menu are actually very affordable.  

Of course, some dishes including the 
famous Wagyu beef or lobster tempura still 
have the high price tag but the majority of 
mains are under BD10 with a new item of 
ginger chicken added to the menu in recent 
months amounting to only BD5.1. 

As we arrived at Bushido for lunch, a 
large board next to the front door advertised 
the new ‘Light Bento Box’ for only BD9. We 
decided it would be rude not to try it! 

At first the price seemed high for lunch 
but we were pleasantly surprised with 
the quantity and after arriving on empty 
stomachs, soon felt suitably full. 

The ‘box’ was divided into four sections 
featuring tuna, salmon and yellowtail 
Sashimi, grilled salmon and rice, green salad 
and vegetables. A generous bowl of miso 
soup and green tea (iced or hot) were also 
included along with a small platter of mixed 
fruit to finish.

So, what does a bento box taste like?
The miso soup was as delicious as 

ever, this time with a few added mushrooms 
providing extra flavour. The yellow tail sashimi 

in particular was delicate and extremely 
fresh and the grilled salmon was 

melt-in-your-mouth 
delicious. One of 

the best parts 
was the simple 
green salad 
with sesame 
seed sauce. 

The grilled 
fish with rice could have had 
more sauce but the rest 
including the fruit at the end 
and of course the refreshing 
iced green tea completed this 

healthy and filling lunch.
Customers can order grilled 

chicken instead of fish for an extra BD1 and 
the type of fish depends on the catch of 
the day with lunchtime bento boxes priced  
between BD9 and BD14.

Bushido General Manager Nicolas 
Budzynski explains, “We are trying to show 
people that Bushido has a wide range of 
prices throughout the menu. We are fair in 
our prices; if a dish is expensive it is because 
the products used are also expensive. 
Bushido has been perceived as pricey but 
there is a good choice of dishes to eat here 
inexpensively too.”

Situated in the heart of Seef, 
Bushido restaurant and lounge 

really is in a league of its own.

B Another thing to mention about Bushido 
is the relaxing ambience, day and night. 
The music is soothing and the restaurant 
exudes class and sophistication. Staff are 
also extremely polite and have extensive 
knowledge about the ingredients 

For more information Tel. +973 1758 3555.

Bushido currently have 
an ‘Early Birds’ promotion 
running until 31st March. 
Customers can take 
advantage of this by visiting 
the restaurant from Saturdays 
to Wednesdays before 8pm 
and can enjoy a 20 per cent 
discount off the total food bill. 
This offer is not applicable in 
the lounge or on beverages. 
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